Emergentprocesses are business processeswhose executionis determinedby the prior knowledgeof the agents involvedand by the knowledgethat emerges during a process instance. The amount of process knowledgethat is relevant to a knowledge-drivenprocess can be enormous and may include common sense knowledge. If a process' knowledge can not be represented feasibly then that process can not be managed; although its execution may be partially supported.
INTRODUCTION
Emergent processes are business processes that are not predefined and are ad hoc. These processes typically take place at the higher levels of organisations (Dourish, 1998) , and are distinct from production workflows (Fischer, 2003) . Emergent processes are opportunistic in nature whereas production workflows are routine. How an emergent process will terminate may not be known until the process is well advanced. The tasks involved in an emergent process are typically not predefined and emerge as the process develops. Those tasks may be carried out by collaborative groups as well as by individuals (Smith and Fingar, 2003) and may involve informal meetings, business lunches and so on. For example, in an e-market context an emergent process could be triggered by "lets try to establish a business presence in Hong Kong". Further, the goal of an emergent process instance may mutate as the instance matures. So unlike "lowerorder" processes, the goal of an emergent process instance may not be used as a focus for the management of that instance.
Emergent processes contain "knowledge-driven" sub-processes, but may also contain conventional "goal-driven" sub-processes.
A knowledge-driven process is guided by its "process knowledge" and "performance knowledge". The goal of a knowledgedriven process may not be fixed and may mutate. On the other hand, the management of a goal-driven process instance is guided by its goal which is fixed. A multiagent system to manage the "goal-driven" processes is described in (Debenham, 2000) . In that system each human user is assisted by an agent which is based on a generic three-layer, BDI hybrid agent architecture. The term individual refers to a user/agent pair. The general business of managing knowledgedriven processes is illustrated in Fig. 1 , and will be discussed in Sec. 2.
Process management is an established application ICElS 2005 -SOFTWARE AGENTS AND INTERNET COMPUTING
area for multi-agent systems (Singh, 2004) although emergent processes are typically handled either manually or by CSCW systems rather than by process management systems. The use of these two technologies is not elegant and presents a barrier to a unified view of emergent process management.
In an experimental e-market, transactions include: trading orders to buy and sell in an e-exchange, single-issue and multi-issue negotiations between two parties, requests for information extracted from market data as well as from news feeds and other Internet data. In this e-market every market transaction is managed as a business process. To achieve this, suitable process management machinery has been developed . To investigate what is "suitable" the essential features of these transactions are related to two classes of process that are at the "high end" of process management feasibility (van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002) . The two classes are goal-driven processes and knowledge-driven processes -Sec. 2. The term "business process management" is generally used to refer to the simpler class of workflow processes (Fischer, 2003) , although there are notable exceptions using multiagent systems (Singh, 2004 ).
The agent architecture described extends the simple, offer-exchange, bargaining agent described in (Debenham, 2004) .
The agent described here is driven by the contents of a knowledge base that represents the agent's world model in probabilistic firstorder logic, and manages emergent processes. Each message that the agent receives from another agent reveals valuable information about the sender agent's position. The agent aims to respond with messages that have comparable information revelation. In this way it aims to gain the trust of its opponent. The agent does not necessarily strive to optimize its utility and aims to make informed decisions in an informationrich but uncertain environment.
The emergent process management agent, II, attempts to fuse the agent interaction with the information that is generated both by and because of it. To achieve this, it draws on ideas from information theory rather than game theory. II decides what to dosuch as what message to send -on the basis of its information that may be qualified by expressions of degrees of belief. II uses this information to calculate, and continually re-calculate, probability distributions for that which it does not know. One such distribution, over the set of all possible actions, expresses II's belief in the suitability to herself of the system performing that action. Other distributions attempt to predict the behavior of its opponent, n say, -such as what proposals she might accept, and of other unknowns that may effect the process outcome. II makes no assumptions about the internals of the other agents in the system, including whether they have, or is even aware of the concept of, utility functions. II is purely 4 concerned with the other agents' behaviors -what they do -and not with assumptions about their motivations. This somewhat detached stance is appropriate for emergent process management in which each agent represents the interests of it owner, whilst at the same time attempting to achieve the social goal of driving the processes towards a satisfactory conclusion.
As with the agent described in (Debenham, 2004) , the process management agent described here does not assume that it has a von Neumann-Morgerstern utility function. The agent makes assumptions about: the way in which the integrity of information will decay, and some of the preferences that its opponent may have for some deals over others. It also assumes that unknown probabilities can be inferred using maximum entropy inference (MacKay, 2003) , ME, which is based on random worlds (Halpern, 2003) . The maximum entropy probability distribution is "the least biased estimate possible on the given information; i.e. it is maximally noncommittal with regard to missing information" (Jaynes, 1957) . In the absence of knowledge about the other agents' decision-making apparatuses the process management agent assumes that the "maximally noncommittal" model is the correct model on which to base its reasoning.
PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Following (Fischer, 2003) a business process is "a set of one or more linked procedures or activities which collectively realise a business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of an organisational structure defining functional roles and relationships". Implicit in this definition is the idea that a process may be repeatedly decomposed into linked sub-processes until those sub-processes are activities which are atomic pieces of work. [viz (Fischer, 2003) "An activity is a description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process."].
A particular process is called a (process) instance. An instance may require that certain things should be done; such things are called tasks. A trigger is an event that leads to the creation of an instance. The goal of an instance is a state that the instance is trying to achieve. The termination condition of an instance is a condition which if satisfied during the life of an instance causes that instance to be destroyed whether its goal has been achieved or not. The patron of an instance is the individual who is responsible for managing the life of that instance. At any time in a process instance's life, the history of that instance is the sequence of prior sub-goals and the prior sequence of knowledge inputs to the instance. The history is "knowledge of all that has happened already". Three classes of business process are defined in terms of their management properties (ie: in terms of how they may be managed).
• A task-driven process has a unique decomposition into a -possibly conditional -sequence of activities. Each of these activities has a goal and is associated with a task that "always" achieves this goal. Production workflows are typically taskdriven processes.
• A goal-driven process has a process goal, and achievement of that goal is the termination condition for the process. The process goal may have various decompositions into sequences of subgoals where these sub-goals are associated with (atomic) activities and so with tasks. Some of these sequences of tasks may work better than others, and there may be no way of knowing which is which (Smith and Fingar, 2003) . A task for an activity may fail outright, or may be otherwise ineffective at achieving its goal. In other words, failure is a feature of goal-driven processes. If a task fails then another way to achieve the process goal may be sought.
• A knowledge-driven process may have a process goal, but the goal may be vague and may mutate (Dourish, 1998) . Mutations are determined by the process patron, often in the light of knowledge generated during the process. At each stage in the performance of a knowledge-driven process the "next goal" is chosen by the process patron; this choice is made using general knowledge about the context of the process -called the process knowledge. The process patron also chooses the tasks to achieve that next goal; this choice may be made using general knowledge about the effectiveness of tasks -called the performance knowledge. So in so far as the process goal gives direction to goaldriven -and task-driven -processes, the process knowledge gives direction to knowledge-driven processes. The management of knowledge-driven processes is considerably more complex than the other two classes of process. But, knowledgedriven processes are "not all bad" -they typically have goal-driven sub-processes which may be handled in conventional way. A simplified view of knowledge-driven process management is shown in Fig. 1 .
Managing knowledge-driven processes is rather more difficult than goal-driven processes, see Fig. 1 . The complete representation, never mind the maintenance, of the process knowledge may be an enormous job. But the capture of at least some of the knowledge generated during a process instance may not be difficult if the tasks chosen used virtual documents such as workspace technology, for example. Some performance knowledge is not difficult to capture, represent Figure I : Knowledge-driven process management and maintain. For example, measurements of how long another agent took to complete a sub-process can be very useful. So in the system described here, the process knowledge is left in the heads of the patron or nominated delegates, and the performance knowledge is captured by the system. The initial selection of the process goal is performed by the patron, and so this action is completely unsupported by the system, see Fig. 1 . The possible subsequent mutation of the process goal is performed by the agent using the process knowledge, see Fig. 1 . Task selection is supported by the agent for e-market processes which can, for example, be given authority to withdraw a bid from two separate auctions and to negotiate for a package of goods from a single supplier. In this way the system provides considerable assistance in the management of knowledge-driven processes. Further, if a now-goal is associated with a goal-driven, or task-driven, sub-process then the management system is given full responsibility for the management of that sub-process.
EMERGENT PROCESS AGENT
II operates in an information-rich environment that includes the Internet. The integrity of II's information, including information extracted from the Internet, will decay in time. The way in which this decay occurs will depend on the type of information, and on the source from which it is drawn. Little appears to be known about how the integrity of real informa-tion, such as news-feeds, decays, although the effect of declining integrity has been analyzed. For example, (Bernhardt and Miao, 2004) considers how delays in the acquisition of trading data effect trading outcomes.
One source of II's information is the signals received from O. These include offers from 0 to II, the acceptance or rejection by 0 of II's offers, and claims that 0 sends to II. This information is augmented with sentence probabilities that represent the strength of II's belief in its truth. If 0 rejected II's offer of $8 two days ago then what is II's belief now in the proposition that 0 will accept another offer of $8 now? Perhaps it is around 0.1. A linear model is used to model the integrity decay of these beliefs, and when the probability of a decaying belief approaches 0.5 1 the belief is discarded. The model of decay could be exponential, quadratic or what ever. This is addressed in Sec. 4 where a predicate nAcc (.) represents the acceptability of a deal to O. The agents communicate using sentences in a firstorder language C. This includes the exchange, acceptance and rejection of offers. C usual trading predicates including the following: Offer( <5), Accept( <5), Reject (<5), Bid( <5) and Quit(.), where Offer( <5) means "the sender is offering you a deal <5", Accept( <5) means "the sender accepts your deal <5", Reject (<5) means "the sender rejects your deal <5", Bid( <5) means "the sender submits the bid <5" and Quit(.) means "the sender quits -the negotiation ends".
Interaction Protocol
IA sentence probability of 0.5 represents null information, ie: "maybe, maybe not". 2The often-quoted oxymoron "I paid too much for it, but its worth it." attributed to Samuel Goldwyn, movie producer, illustrates that intelligent agents may negotiate with uncertain utility. (Debenham, 2004) . II supports its negotiation with claims with the aim of either improving the outcome -reaching a more beneficial deal -or improving the process -reaching a deal in a more satisfactory way.
Random worlds
Let g be the set of all positive ground literals that can be constructed using the predicate, function and constant symbols in Z. A possible world is a valuation function V : g -+ {T,..l}. V denotes the set of all possible worlds, and Vx: denotes the set of possible worlds that are consistent with a knowledge base K (Halpern, 2003) .
A random world for K is a probability distribution Wx: = {Pi} over Vx: = {Vi}, where Wx: expresses an agent's degree of belief that each of the 3In this example, the value for the probability is given by a linear decay function that is independent of the message type, and trust and decay are functions of n only. There is scope for using learning techniques to refine the trust and decay functions in the light of experience. ('v '(3 E B)(B((3) = pw.• j(3) ). That is, for each belief its derived sentence probability as calculated using Eqn. 1 is equal to its given sentence probability.
AN AGENT FOR EMERGENT PROCESS MANAGEMENT
The entropy of a discrete random variable X with probability mass function {p;} is (MacKay, 2003) : H(X) = -LnPnlogPn where: Pn ;::: 0 and Ln Pn = 1. Let W{X:,B} be the "maximum entropy probability distribution over Vx: that is consistent with B". Given an agent with K and B, its derived sentence probability for any sentence, a E E, is:
Using Eqn. 2, the derived sentence probability for any belief, (3i, is equal to its given sentence probability. So the term sentence probability is used without ambiguity.
If X is a discrete random variable taking a fi- 
SUITABILITY OF AN ACTION
The proposition (IIAcc( (5) I II) was introduced in Sec. 3.2. This section describes how the agent estimates its beliefs of whether this proposition is true for various <5.
An Exemplar Application
An exemplar application follows. II is placing bids in an e-market attempting to purchase of a particular second-hand motor vehicle, with some period of warranty, for cash. So the two issues in this negotiation are: the period of the warranty, and the cash consideration. A deal 8 consists of this pair of issues, and the deal set has no natural ordering. Suppose that II wishes to apply ME to estimate values for: p(nAcc (8)) for various 8. Suppose that the warranty period is simply 0,··· , 4 years, and that the cash amount for this car will certainly be at least $5,000 with no warranty, and is unlikely to be more than $7,000 with four year's warranty. In what follows all price units are in thousands of dollars. Suppose then that the deal set in this application consists of 55 individual deals in the form of pairs of warranty periods and price intervals: { (w, [5.0, 5.2)), (w, [5.2, 5.4», (w, [5.4, 5.6) ), (w, [5.6, 5.8) , (w, [5.8, 6 .0», (w, [6.0, 6.2», (w, [6.2, 6.4», (w, [6.4, 6.6», (w, [6.6,6.8», (w, [6.8,7 .0)), (w, [7. 0, 00» }, where w = 0, ... ,4. Suppose that II has previously received two offers from n. The first is to offer 6.0 with no warranty, and the second to offer 6.9 with one year's warranty. Suppose II believes that n still stands by these two offers with probability 0.8. Then this leads to two beliefs: (3i : nAcc(O, [6.0,6 .2)); B({3i) = 0.8, (32 : nAcc(l, [6.8,7 .0)); B({32) = 0.8. Following the discussion above, before "switching on" ME, II should consider whether it believes that P (nAcc ( 8)) is uniform over 8. If it does then it includes both {3i and {32in B, and calculates W{K,B} that yields estimates for P (nAcc( 8)) for all 8. If it does not then it should include further knowledge in K. and B. For example, II may believe that n is more likely to bid for a greater warranty period the higher her bid price. If so, then this is a multi-issue constraint, that is represented in B, and is qualified with a sentence probability.
Estimation of Beliefs
Here, agent, II, is attempting to buy a second-hand motor vehicle with a specific period of warranty as described in Sec. 
.).
General information is extracted from the World Wide Web using special purpose bots that import and continually confirm information. These bots communicate with II by delivering messages to II's in-box X using predicates in the communication language C in addition to those described in Sec. 3.1. These predicates include IsGood(f, 0, r), and IsFair(f, r", and "according to agent I', 8 is a fair market deal with certainty s". The continual in-flow of information is managed as described in (Debenham, 2003) . As described in Sec. 3.2, import functions are applied to convert these messages into beliefs. Me (8) means "on strictly subjective grounds, the deal Ii is acceptable to II". These four probabilities are: For example, in eProcurement some assessment of the value of an on-going relationship with an opponent may be a significant issue. Also, for some low-value trades, the inclusion of Good(.) may not be required.
The whole "estimation of beliefs" apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
INTERACTION

II engages in bilateral bargaining with its opponent
Sl. II and Sl each exchange offers alternately at successive discrete times (Kraus, 2001) . They enter into a commitment if one of them accepts a standing offer. The protocol has three stages: 1. Simultaneous, initial, binding offers from both agents; 2. A sequence of alternating offers, and 3. An agent quits and walks away from the negotiation.
In the first stage, the agents simultaneously send Offer(.) messages to each other that stand for the entire negotiation. These initial offers are taken as limits on the range of values that are considered possible. This is crucial to the method described in Sec. 3.3 where there are domains that would otherwise be unbounded. The exchange of initial offers "stakes out the turf" on which the subsequent negotiation will take place. In the second stage, an Ojfer(.) message is interpreted as an implicit rejection, Reject(.), of the opponent's offer on the table. Second stage offers stand only if accepted by return -II interprets these offers as indications of Sl's willingness to acceptthey are represented as beliefs with sentence probabilities that decay in time. The negotiation ceases either in the second round if one of the agents accepts a standing offer or in the final round if one agent quits and the negotiation breaks down.
To support the offer-exchange process, II has do two different things. First, it must respond to offers received from Sl -that is described in Sec. 4. Second, it must send offers, and possibly information, to Sl. This section describes machinery for estimating the probabilities P (nAcc( <5)) where the predicate SlAcc( <5) means "Sl will accept II's offer <5". In the following, II is attempting to purchase of a particular second-hand motor vehicle, with some period of warranty, for cash from n as described in Sec. 4.1. So a deal <5 will be represented by the pair (w,p) where w is the period of warranty in years and $p is the price.
II assumes the following two preference relations for n, and K. contains:
As in Sec. 4, these sentences conveniently reduce the number of possible worlds. The two preference relations "'11 and "'12 induce a partial ordering on the sentence probabilities in the P (nAcc( w, p) nAcc(3, [6.8,7 .0)), (312 : nAcc(2, [5.0,5.2) ) and (313 : nAcc(l, [6.4, 6 .6)), and with a 10% decay in integrity for each time step: P((311) = 0.7, P( (312) infinite-horizon bargaining game where there is no incentive to trade now rather than later, a self-interested agent will "sit and wait", and do nothing except, perhaps, to ask for information. The well known bargaining response to an approach by an interested party "Well make me an offer" illustrates how a shrewd bargainer may behave in this situation. An agent may be motivated to act for various reasons -three are mentioned.
First, if there are costs involved in the bargaining process due either to changes in the value of the negotiation object with time or to the intrinsic cost of conducting the negotiation itself. Second, if there is a risk of breakdown caused by the opponent walking away from the bargaining table. Third, if the agent is concerned with establishing a sense of trust (Ramchurn et al., 2003) with the opponent -this could be the case in the establishment of a business relationship. Of these three reasons the last two are addressed here. The risk of breakdown may be reduced, and a sense of trust may be established, if the agent appears to its opponent to be "approaching the negotiation in an even-handed manner". One dimension of "appearing to be evenhanded" is to be equitable with the value of informa-tion given to the opponent. Various bargaining strategies, both with and without breakdown, are described in (Debenham, 2004 ), but they do not address this issue. A bargaining strategy is described here that is founded on a principle of "equitable information gain". That is, Il attempts to respond to D's messages so that D's expected information gain similar to that which Il has received. Il models D by observing her actions, and by representing beliefs about her future actions in the probability distribution P(nAcc). Il measures the value of information that it receives from D by the change in the entropy of this distribution as a result of representing that information in P(nAcc). More generally, Il measures the value of information received in a message, p; by the change in the entropy in its entire representation, .1t = Kt u St, as a result of the receipt of that message; this is denoted by:~I-"'JPI, where I.1PI denotes the value (as negative entropy) of Il's information in .1 at time t. Although both Il and D will build their models of each other using the same data, the observed information gain will depend on the way in which each agent has represented this information. To support its attempts to achieve "equitable information gain" Il assumes that D's reasoning apparatus mirrors its own, and so is able to estimate the change in D's entropy as a result of sending a message j-t to D:~JlI.1l11. Suppose that Il 
CONCLUSION
Emergent processes are business processes whose execution is determined by the prior knowledge of the agents involved and by the knowledge that emerges during a process instance. The establishment of a sense of trust (Ramchurn et aI., 2003) contributes to the establishment of business relationships and to preventing breakdown in one-off negotiation. The agent architecture is based on a first-order logic representation, and so is independent of the number of negotiation issues, although only two-issue bargaining is illustrated here. Emergent processes are managed by 10 these agents that extract the process knowledge from the Internet using a suite of data mining bots.
